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Abstract. With the increasing prevalence of powerful mobile technol-
ogy, many applications involve human body measurements, such as on-
line cloth shopping. Aiming at the application of non-contact human
body measurement and modeling system, this paper presents a new
method for extracting human contours in complex background environ-
ment. Since the H component on the HSV color space is independent of
the light changes, the hair and the lower garment can be divided. There-
fore, a method of using the elliptical skin model on YCbCr color space
is proposed to detect the skin color, then, automatically extract the skin
samples to determine the threshold segmentation range. The combina-
tion of the two improves the skin color point recognition rate, gradually
separating the body skin, clot and the hair by using these binary values
of the linear fusion operation to get the final body contours. Our exper-
iments demonstrates that this algorithm effectively reduces constraints
on background environment when extracting contours.

Keywords: Contour Extraction, Mobile Apps, Online Clothing, Gaus-
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1 Introduction

The extraction of human contours is an essential part of the development of
vision-based non-contact human body measurements and modeling systems. Ap-
plications of such systems are online shopping, online games, virtual reality ap-
plications. It directly affects the accuracy of subsequent body size measurements.
Therefore, how to accurately extract human contours in images is a top priority
[7]. Background environment directly affects the accuracy of human identifica-
tion segmentation techniques.

Some research work makes a strict background requirements in order to ex-
tract accurate human body contours. Lin et al. [6] [4] collected images that were
pretreated by re-edge detection to extract more accurate body contours. The
requirement was that the person must wear special clothing to reduce the com-
putation workload. Deng et al [3] have used the background difference method to
extract the body contours based on the condition that all the pixels were inde-
pendent, thus, a fixed camera with a good location on the characters and scenes
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was needed. Camera parameters and environmental conditions error are not con-
ducive to universal. Yang et al.[13] proposed a body contour extraction method
based on the HSV color space [10], which reduced the requirements for back-
ground, clothing, and lighting. However, for backdrops and floors, the method
required a solid color and the color of clothing that were distinctive from the
surrounding environment to segment the skin, clothes, floor, background wall for
the extraction of body contours. But the method did not establish a skin model,
because the range of the skin colour difference amongst different people can be
very large, so the algorithm is not highly adaptable in different situations.

The main contribution of this paper is to develop a method for body contour
extraction without too many restrictions, so that it is widely applicable to various
conditions for online applications such as mobile applications (mobile apps.).

2 Background

A large number of studies have shown that the main factor in the appearance of
human skin color differences is due to the chromaticity. The distribution of skin
colors of different people is similar to an elliptical shape in a smaller area [9].
Currently, skin detection models can be roughly categorized into threshold based
method [12]and elliptical models [9]. The threshold method determines the range
of the color space component in order to distinguish between the skin color and
non-skin color points, albeit it is fast and efficient, it is difficult to determine the
range of parameters. On the other hand, elliptical model establishes a skin color
distribution by using the ellipse model to determine whether the point falls in
the ellipse area, thus the pixel represents the skin colour. However, because this
method is based on a large number of training samples in order to determine the
overall all boundary of the skin color distribution, obtaining the training data
is the core of the method. More recently, Bayesian model [1] has attached much
research attentions, which requires the establishment of a skin color classifier,
also a large number of training sets is needed to ensure its detection rate. The
Gaussian model, including a single Gaussian model [11] and a mixed Gaussian
model [8], relies on the probability density formula to determine the probability
of a pixel belonging to the skin point or not. Therefore, Gaussian model can
accurately detect the skin area beyond the boundary of the skin area, but the
speed is slow and is affected by the color space.

From the above description, we can see that a large number of body contour
extraction algorithms impose strict requirement on the visual source to be pro-
cessed, such as the requirement on the scene or the background of the source
materials, greatly limiting the adaptive and widespread of the use of these meth-
ods. In order to meet the real-time performance of the system, this paper com-
bines the threshold method and the ellipse model to extract the contours of the
human body to achieve efficient real-time performance. The algorithm consists
of three steps: a) Hair and shorts separation using a feature H component inde-
pendent of the light changes to differentiate the hair and coat; b) Skin division
by using a CbCr color space [2] [14] oval skin detection model to separate the
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Fig. 1: Body contour extraction flow chart

skin, while automatically extracting human skin samples; extracting the sample
HSV value as a threshold for better skin segmentation effect; c) T-shirt divi-
sion using the threshold segmentation method to extract contour, because the
shirt color is single. The algorithm is robust to the background walls and floors,
and gradually extracts the contours of human hair, skin and cloth to obtain the
body contour. It further reduces the backdrop and the floor, the clothe of the
pre-shooting requirements. Thus, the adaptability of the algorithm has also been
greatly improved.

3 Improved Body Contour Extraction Method

This paper introduces a robust approach for extracting contours of human body
accurately from the complex background environment. Removing a background
scene to sperate the human body from the scene is a difficult task due to the
rapid change of the background environment. Fig 1 shows the proposed body
contour extraction flow chart. The focus of this paper is on the characteristics
of the human body and how to extract human body efficiently and effectively.
Figure 1 outlines the extraction process, from which we can see that the main
computation process for the division of clothing, hair, skin, individual differences
in the body colour constitutes a very large part of this process. The use of the
oval skin detection model combined with the human skin samples of HSV to
maximize the effect of statistical analysis can significantly improve the skin color
area recognition rate, hence, the effectiveness of the approach.

RGB images taken by a smart phone were used in the experiments. Due to
photo pixels, in order to improve the processing speed and reduce the amount
of redundant information, the original images were compressed to 450 X 800
resolution. As shown in Figure 2, in the experiment, a general requirement for
clothing can be that participant wears a single colour vest and a dark colour
shorts, and hair bundles and no shoes. The front posture of the participant
was standing with feet and arms were 45 degrees open (Figure 2 (a)). The side
pose was hands were vertical hanging straight (Figure 2 (b)). Bright lighting
conditions was preferable, but the general home environment would be adequate.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 2: RGB images (a) front image, (b)side image.(c) H binarization . (d) Pro-
cessed image.

3.1 HSV Colour Space and Segmenting Hair and Cloth

The HSV colour space is an oriented colour coordinate system, this colour model
is close to the human colour-aware simulation model [5], where H represents the
chromaticity (a measure of the composition of the color spectrum), S represents
the saturation (the pure wavelength ratio in the main wavelength), indicating
the degree of the same brightness of a color distance, and V represents the purity
(relative to the brightness of white light). The equation for RGB transform to
HSV component is Equations 1.

V = max(R,G,B)

S =

{
V−min(R,G,B)

V V 6= 0

0 V = 0

H =


60G−B

V−minR,G,B V = R

120 + 60(B−R)
V−min(R,G,B)) V = G

240 + 60(B−R))
V−min(R,G,B)) V = B

H = H + 360, H < 0

(1)

In order to differentiate various parts of the human body, we must firstly
analyze the HSV channels of the image and its histogram, as shown in Figure
3. The color histogram is the colour features of the image, which describes pro-
portions of different colours in the entire image. The advantages of using HSV
channels are that these are that these are suitable for describing images that are
difficult to automatically segment and do not need to consider objects spatial
positions in the image.

In Figure 3, histogram peak boundaries were not clear. Therefore, directly
finding the threshold of the human body from the histograms can be very dif-
ficult. Because H is almost independent to the changes in light, it can be used
as colour comparison, so that images can be separated from the colorful color.
Figure 3(a) shows hair and cloth colour contrast in H channel image. The three-
thirds of the region below the pixel value becomes 0 and the removal of the small
area can be extracted. Figure 2 (d) shows the hair and shorts binary profiles.
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(a) H (b) S (c) V (d) histogram

Fig. 3: HSV channel image and histogram.

3.2 YCbCr Colour Space and Oval Skin Detection Model

The luminance and chrominance components of the YCbCr colour space are
separated, hence they are often used as colour models for detecting skin colours.
In this mode Y is the brightness, Cb is the blue component of the light source, and
Cr is the red component in the light source. The original RGB image conversion
for YCbCr formula is as follows:

Y = 0.299 ∗R+ 0.587 ∗G+ 0.114 ∗B
Cr = (R− Y ) ∗ 0.713 + d

Cb = (B − Y ) ∗ 0.564 + d

R = Y + 1.403 ∗ (Cr − d)

G = Y − 0.714 ∗ (Cr − d)− 0.344 ∗ (Cb− d)

B = Y + 1.773 ∗ (Cb− d)

with, d = 128, 8bit; = 32768, 16bit; = 0.5, f loat

(2)

The main factor in the appearance of the difference in colours is the skin
colour variations of people represented as a skin colour distribution relative to
the concentration in a smaller area, i.e. similar to the oval shape. The colour
of the person can be converted to a YCbCr colour space. In the CbCr plane
projection, we can get the skin colour sample set and KL transformation to
establish the ellipse model. By determining whether the pixel CbCr value is
in the ellipse model area, the pixel can be identified as a skin colour pixel or
non-skin color pixel, separating the skin area out. The ellipse model is defined
by:

(x− ecx)2

a2
+

(y − ecy)2

b2
= 1 (3)

Parameter matrix is given by:[
x
y

]
=

[
cosθ sinθ
−sinθ cosθ

] [
C‘bCx

C‘rCy

]
(4)
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 4: Oval skin model: (a) The elliptical model for skin; (b) Ellipse models
binary map.(c) Sample skin test chart; (d) Fig. 4 (b) and Fig. 4 (c) linear fusion
graph;(e) Skin segmentation binary map

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 5: Automatically extract skin((a)-(c)) and cloth samples((d)-(e))

As shown in Figure 4(a), the skin area is found to be defective, and the
elliptical model does not fully recognize all the skin pixels, which is due to
differences in the skin colour variations from person to person.

3.3 Thresholds Division of The Skin Colour

In order to solve the problem that the ellipse detection model cannot completely
separate the skin, we extract the skin samples using the HSV value of the sample
to determine the threshold parameters to divide the skin points. This approach
helps identify the problem skin pixels and is able to mitigate the oval skin de-
tection model deficiencies. Further, in order to define the threshold range θi for
skin division, it is necessary to extract multiple sets of skin samples Si of the
person. Define the sample Region of Interest (ROI) which specifies the upper left
corner coordinates Pi(mi, ni) of the rectangle and the length and the width Li,
Wi of the rectangle. After a large number of experiments, it is concluded that
the oval skin detection model of the leg and neck segmentations are not ideal
for the distribution of human skin colour, we extracted three groups of samples
from the left leg, right leg, and neck position to compensate the issues caused
by the lighting.

After analyzing the sample histogram, the HSV maximum value of each sam-
ple is obtained, and it is set to separate the threshold. The pixels in the most
significant range are marked as shown in Fig. 4 (c), then linearly merged with
Fig. 4 (b) as shown in Fig. 4 (d), the extraction process must have some interfer-
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 6: (a)Linear fusion.(b) Processed image, the coat is divided. Extract the
contours of the human body: (c) Integrated map; (d) Morphological operation.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 7: another example: (a)RGB image.(b)Hair and shorts.(c) T-shirt; (d)
skin.(e)Results graph.

ence points, so that removing the points and some small areas, the integration
step fills the region to get more accurate results Figure 4 (e) . The method of
extracting the cloth area is similar to that of skin as described above. Since the
cloth colour is singular, we also extracted three areas in the middle of the image
as the top cloth as shown in Fig. 5 (b). Through the analysis of the top cloth
sample, the maximum value was obtained and the pixels in the most valued ar-
eas were marked out, and then the three markers were linearly merged as shown
in Fig. 6 (a) to obtain the final cloth division as shown in Fig.6(b).

The final results was shown in Fig.6 (c), which was obtained by the linear
fusion of the results of Fig. 2 (d), Fig. 4 (e) and Fig. 6 (b). Figure 6 (d) was
obtained by morphological closing operations applied to Fig. 6(c). Figure 7 is
another example of this article, the results of the segmentation is good, but also
proved the feasibility of the proposed method.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents an approach of body contour extraction based on the charac-
teristics of the surface of the human body. A set of algorithms have been applied
to the main areas of the cloth, hair and skin, taking into account of the large in-
dividual differences in the body colour. Based on the algorithm of elliptical skin
detection model, our approach combines the two models to automatically ex-
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tract skin samples to improve the skin area Recognition rate. Finally, the results
produced by the three methods were linearly merged to produce the contours
via a morphological processing. Experiments show that the approach can extract
the human body contours from relatively complex background scene with good
results. While this work has served to propose and prototype the body extrac-
tion concept, future research will investigate algorithms to further reduce the
restrictions on cloth and light and further optimization is also needed.
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